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40 years – a personal reflection


I was 8 when NFLA began – but around 12/13 I noticed its work!



I have felt honoured to be the NFLA Secretary, though it is v hard work!



It has never been about political posturing – it is very serious work!



I am the 5th NFLA Secretary, involved since 1998



For 30 years it has little money, but remains high quality in its output



We are unique – no such body across the British & Irish Isles





I would like to thank all the staff, councillors and partners that have somehow
kept us going for 40 years
The next few slides will highlight some of our work & achievements today

NFLA National Forums






NFLA Forums in England, Scotland & Wales began around 1981
UK & Ireland Joint Conferences on Nuclear Hazards let to an All Ireland NFLA
Forum in 2005
National Forums focus our work on the concerns of local councillors
In 2020 NFLA meetings on new build (England), Hunterston B and the AGR fleet
(Scotland), Hinkley mud (Wales), Irish Sea ferry-sub near miss (All Ireland), local
energy (all) – engaging councillors, council officers, local groups

New nuclear debate


Constantly challenge the need for new nuclear build



Engage in EVERY consultation



Public meetings in Colchester and Saxmundham



Reports on SMRs and opinion pieces



Engage with local community groups



Advocate alternatives to nuclear power

Radioactive waste & decommissioning




Manchester set up NuLEAF in cooperation with Cumbria
County Council and NFLA have a Vice Chair post
Dundee set up SCCORS with NFLA support and assistance,
providing now to Renfrewshire



Engage actively with NDA, RWM and even the OECD NEA



Seek safest standards in waste and decommissioning



Played an important role in Scottish radwaste policy





Challenging whether a deep waste repository is the right
answer
Worked with the MOD over dismantling submarines

Tackling the climate emergency








Have promoted renewable energy for over 25 years
Believe in decentralised energy and explain how it can be
done – energy generation, efficiency and storage
Promote the best practice examples in the UK & Ireland
Tackling climate change IS the biggest future challenge for all
Councils
Covid-19 and a green recovery – our next report out on
Monday will highlight how Councils can help deliver a green
recovery out of the economic morass of the lockdown, and
SAVE THE PLANET AS WELL!

Working with Mayors for Peace & others



Working with Hiroshima & Nagasaki since 1982
As a Vice President, Manchester has established a UK & Ireland and
a European Chapter of Mayors for Peace



NFLA members have engaged at the United Nations & in Japan



Our members supporting the TPNW – Nobel Laureate!



Annual Hiroshima and Nagasaki Day events



Promote peace education and safer, peaceful cities

Nuclear health & safety – protecting you









Raise concern over our aging nuclear reactors and challenge the regulator
Work with KIMO over reducing radioactive seas via the OSPAR Commission
Promote research on the health effects of low level radiation
Highlight the ongoing environmental issues left by Chernobyl & Fukushima
Promote safe nuclear emergency planning and reduce transport of materials
Continually oppose Trident replacement and its huge budget
Call for divestment of Council pension funds from fossil fuels & nuclear weapons
Call for defence diversification and ‘Just Transition’ to green jobs

Our next webinar








European peace & security through the 2020s with Mayors for Peace & ICAN
4th December – 9.15am – 12pm on Zoom & YouTube
Includes the Mayors of Hiroshima, Manchester, Granollers, Barcelona, Oslo,
Grigny and Braga as speakers
Includes Beatrice Fihn and Daniel Hogsta of ICAN & a speaker from SIPRI
High quality, high profile, highly important – what NFLA is always about
PLEASE REGISTER FOR IT!

Resources and the future


All of this with 1 full time member of staff, 1 Policy Advisor, 2 Forum Secretaries,
local business support and occasional policy consultants!



And we face the biggest financial crisis local government has ever seen



NFLA has somehow survived 40 years as it has always remained relevant



It only survives with political and financial support



Please keep us going for our 45th and 50th anniversary – though if a nuclear free
world occurs earlier that will be fine!

